The Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library (STAPL) is a parallel programming infrastructure that extends C++ with support for parallelism. It includes a collection of distributed data structures called pContainers that are thread-safe, concurrent objects, i.e., shared objects that provide parallel methods that can be invoked concurrently. In this work, we present the STAPL Parallel Container Framework (PCF), that is designed to facilitate the development of generic parallel containers. We introduce a set of concepts and a methodology for assembling a pContainer from existing sequential or parallel containers, without requiring the programmer to deal with concurrency or data distribution issues. The PCF provides a large number of basic parallel data structures (e.g., pArray, pList, pVector, pMatrix, pGraph, pMap, pSet). The PCF provides a class hierarchy and a composition mechanism that allows users to extend and customize the current container base for improved application expressivity and performance. We evaluate STAPL pContainer performance on a CRAY XT4 massively parallel system and show that pContainer methods, generic pAlgorithms, and different applications provide good scalability on more than 16,000 processors.
Introduction
Parallel programming is becoming mainstream due to the increased availability of multiprocessor and multicore architectures and the need to solve larger and more complex problems. The Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library (STAPL) [3] is being developed to help programmers address the difficulties of parallel programming. STAPL is a parallel C++ library with functionality similar to STL, the ISO adopted C++ Standard Template Library [19] . STL is a collection of basic algorithms, containers and iterators that can be used as high-level building blocks for sequential applications. Similar to STL, STAPL provides building blocks for writing parallel programs -a collection of parallel algorithms (pAlgorithms), parallel and distributed containers (pContainers), and pViews to abstract data accesses to pContainers. pAlgorithms are represented in STAPL as task graphs called pRanges. The STAPL runtime system includes a communication library (ARMI) and an executor that executes pRanges. Sequential libraries such as STL [19] , BGL [10] , and MTL [9] , provide the user with a collection of data structures that simplifies the application development process. Similarly, STAPL provides the Parallel Container Framework (PCF) which includes a set of elementary pContainers and tools to facilitate the customization and specialization of existing pContainers and the development of new ones.
pContainers are distributed, thread-safe, concurrent objects, i.e., shared objects that provide parallel methods that can be invoked concurrently. A large number of parallel data structures have been proposed in the literature. They are often complex, addressing issues related to data partitioning, distribution, communication, synchronization, load balancing, and thread safety. The complexity of building such structures for every parallel program is one of the main impediments to parallel program development. To alleviate this problem we are developing the STAPL Parallel Container Framework (PCF). It consists of a collection of elementary pContainers and methods to specialize or compose them into pContainers of arbitrary complexity. Thus, instead of building distributed containers from scratch in an ad-hoc fashion, programmers can use inheritance to derive new specialized containers and composition to generate complex, hierarchical containers that naturally support hierarchical parallelism. Moreover, the PCF provides the mechanisms to enable any container, sequential or parallel, to be used in a distributed fashion without requiring the programmer to deal with concurrency issues such as data distribution.
The STAPL PCF makes several novel contributions.
• Object oriented design: Provides a set of classes and rules for using them to build new pContainers and customize existing ones.
• Composition: Supports composition of pContainers that allows the recursive development of complex pContainers that support nested parallelism.
• Interoperability: Provides mechanisms to generate a wrapper for any data structure, sequential or parallel, enabling it to be used in a distributed, concurrent environment.
• Library: It provides a library of basic pContainers constructed using the PCF as initial building blocks.
Some important properties of pContainers supported by the PCF are noted below.
Shared object view. Each pContainer instance is globally addressable. This supports ease of use, relieving the programmer from managing and dealing with the distribution explicitly, unless desired. This is accomplished using a generic software address translation mechanism that uses the same concepts for all pContainers in our framework.
Arbitrary degree and level of parallelism. For pContainers to provide scalable performance on shared and/or distributed memory systems they must support an arbitrary, tunable degree of parallelism, e.g., number of threads. Moreover, given the importance of hierarchical (nested) parallelism for current and foreseeable architectures, it is important for composed pContainers to allow concurrent access to each level of their hierarchy to better exploit locality.
Instance-specific customization. The pContainers in the PCF can be dynamic and irregular and can adapt (or be adapted by the user) to their environment. The PCF facilitates the design of pContainers that support advanced customizations so that they can easily be adapted to different parallel applications or even different computation phases of the same application. For example, a pContainer can dynamically change its data distribution or adjust its thread safety policy to optimize the access pattern of the algorithms accessing the elements. Alternatively, the user can request certain policies and implementations which can override the provided defaults or adaptive selections.
Previous STAPL publications present individual pContainers, focusing on their specific interfaces and performance (e.g., associative containers [25] , pList [26] , pArray [24] ) or provide a high level description of the STAPL library as a whole, of which pContainers are only one component [3] . This paper presents for the first time the pContainer definition and composition formalism (Section 3), and the pContainer framework (PCF) base classes from which all pContainers derive (Section 4).
STAPL Overview
STAPL [2, 3, 22, 27 ] is a framework for parallel C++ code development (Fig. 1) . Its core is a library of C++ components implementing parallel algorithms (pAlgorithms) and distributed data structures (pContainers) that have interfaces similar to the (sequential) C++ standard library (STL) [19] . Analogous to STL algorithms that use iterators, STAPL pAlgorithms are written in terms of pViews [2] so that the same algorithm can operate on multiple pContainers.
pAlgorithms are represented by pRanges. Briefly, a pRange is a task graph whose vertices are tasks and whose edges represent dependencies, if any, between tasks. A task includes both work (represented by workfunctions) and data (from pContainers, generically accessed through pViews). The executor, itself a distributed shared object, is responsible for the parallel execution of computations represented by pRanges. Nested parallelism can be created by invoking a pAlgorithm from within a task.
The runtime system (RTS) and its communication library ARMI (Adaptive Remote Method Invocation) provide the interface to the underlying operating system, native communication library and hardware architecture [22] . ARMI uses the remote method invocation (RMI) communication abstraction to hide the lower level implementations (e.g., MPI, OpenMP, etc.). A remote method invocation in STAPL can be blocking (sync rmi) or nonblocking (async rmi). ARMI provides the fence mechanism The RTS provides locations as an abstraction of processing elements in a system. A location is a component of a parallel machine that has a contiguous memory address space and has associated execution capabilities (e.g., threads). A location may be identified with a process address space. Different locations can communicate to each other only through RMIs. Internal STAPL mechanisms assure an automatic translation from one space to another, presenting to the less experienced user a unified data space. For more experienced users, the local/remote distinction of accesses can be exposed and performance enhanced for a specific application or application domain. STAPL allows for (recursive) nested parallelism.
The STAPL Parallel Container
Data structures are essential building blocks of any generic programming library. Sequential libraries such as STL [19] , BGL [10] , and MTL [9] , provide data structures such as arrays, vectors, lists, maps, matrices, and graphs. A parallel container is an object oriented implementation of a data structure designed to be used efficiently in a parallel environment. Design requirements of the STAPL pContainer are listed below.
Scalable performance. pContainers must provide scalable performance on both shared and distributed memory systems. The performance of the pContainer methods must achieve the best known parallel complexity. This is obtained by efficient algorithms coupled with non-replicated, distributed data structures that allow a degree of concurrent access proportional to the degree of desired parallelism, e.g., the number of threads.
Thread safety and memory consistency model. When needed, the pContainer must be able to provide thread safe behavior and respect a memory consistency model. Currently, we support a relaxed consistency model. Due to space constraints, these issues are not addressed further in this paper; see [23] for details.
Shared object view. Each pContainer instance is globally addressable, i.e., it provides a shared memory address space. This supports ease of programming, allowing programmers to ignore the distributed aspects of the container if they so desire.
Composition. The capability to compose pContainers (i.e., pContainers of pContainers) provides a natural way to express and exploit nested parallelism while preserving locality. This feature is not supported by other general purpose parallel libraries.
Adaptivity. A design requirement of the STAPL pContainer is that it can easily be adapted to the data, the computation, and the system. For example, different storage options can be used for dense or sparse matrices or graphs or the data distribution may be modified during program execution if access patterns change.
pContainer definition
A STAPL pContainer is a distributed data structure that holds a finite collection of typed elements C, each with a unique global identifier (GID), their associated storage S, and an interface O (methods or operations) that can be applied to the collection. The interface O specifies an Abstract Data Type (ADT), and typically includes methods to read, write, insert or delete elements and methods that are specific to the individual container (e.g., splice for a pList or out degree for a pGraph vertex).
The pContainer also includes meta information supporting data distribution: a domain D, that is the union of the GIDs of the container's elements, and a mapping F from the container's domain D to the elements in C. To support parallel use in a distributed setting, the collection C and the domain D are partitioned in a manner that is aligned with the storage of the container's elements.
Thus, a pContainer is defined as:
The tuple (C, D, F, O) is known as the native pView of the pContainer. As described in [2] , STAPL pViews generalize the iterator concept and enable parallelism by providing random access to collections of their elements. In pViews, the partition of D can be dynamically controlled and depends on the needs of the algorithm (e.g., a column-based partition of a pMatrix for an algorithm that processes the matrix by columns) and the desired degree of parallelism (e.g., one partition for each processor). The native pView associated with a pContainer is a special view in which the partitioned domain D is aligned with the distribution of the container's data. Performance is enhanced for algorithms that can use native pViews.
A pContainer stores its elements in a non-replicated fashion in a distributed collection of base containers (bContainers), each having a corresponding native pView. pContainers can be constructed from any base container, sequential or parallel, so long as it can support the required interface. The pContainers currently provided in STAPL use the corresponding STL containers (e.g., the STAPL pVector uses the STL vector), containers from other sequential libraries (e.g., MTL [9] for matrices), containers available in libraries developed for multicore (e.g., TBB [14] concurrent containers), or other pContainers. This flexibility allows for code reuse and supports interoperability with other libraries.
The pContainer provides a shared object view that enables programmers to ignore the distributed aspects of the container if they so desire. As described in more detail in Section 4.3, when a hardware mechanism is not available, the shared object view is provided by a software address resolution mechanism that first identifies the bContainer containing the required element and then invokes the bContainer methods in an appropriate manner to perform the desired operation.
pContainer composability
There are many common data structures that are naturally described as compositions of existing structures. For example, a pVector of pLists provides a natural adjacency list representation of a graph. To enable the construction and use of such data structures, we require that the composition of pContainers be a pContainer, i.e., that pContainers are closed under composition.
An important feature of composed pContainers is that they support hierarchical parallelism in a natural way -each level of the nested parallel constructs can work on a corresponding level of the pContainer hierarchy. If well matched by the machine hierarchy, this can preserve existing locality and improve scalability. Consider the example of a pArray of pArrays. This can be declared in STAPL using the following syntax: p array<p array<int>> pApA(10); Such a composed data structure can distribute both the top level and the nested pArrays in various ways across the machine. Accessing the elements of the nested pArrays is done naturally using a concatenation of the methods of the outer and inner pArrays. For example, pApA.get element(i).get element(j) returns a reference to the j-th element belonging to the i-th nested pArray. Moreover, data stored in a composed data structure can be efficiently exploited by nested pAlgorithms. In the pApA example, computing the minimum element of each of the nested pArrays can be done using a parallel forall on the outer pArray, and within each nested one, a reduction to compute the minimum value.
In the remainder of this section we formalize the pContainer composition definition. The height of a pContainer is the depth of the composition, i.e., the number of nested pContainers. Let pC1 = (C1, D1, F1, O1, S1) and pC2 = (C2, D2, F2, O2, S2) be pContainers of height H1 and H2, respectively. The
). Each component of pC is derived appropriately from the corresponding components of pC1 and pC2. For example, in the special case when all the mapping functions F2i and operations O2i are the same, we have
where
The components C and S are isomorphic to D and defined similarly to it. With this formalism, arbitrarily deep hierarchies can be defined by recursively composing pContainers.
Similarly, the mapping function to access a pContainer at level h is a subsequence (prefix) of the tuple of func-
The operations available at level h are O h . To invoke a method at level h, the appropriate element of the GID tuple has to be passed to each method invoked in the hierarchy, as shown in the example given at the beginning of this section.
pContainer composition is made without loss of information, preserving the meta information of its components in the same hierarchical manner. For example, if two distributed pContainers are composed, then the distribution information of the initial pContainers will be preserved in the new pContainer. A feature of our composition operation is that it allows for (static) specialization if machine mapping information is provided. For example, if the lower (bottom) level of the composed pContainer is distributed across a single shared memory node, then its mapping F can be specialized for this environment, e.g., some methods may turn into empty function calls. enabling the use of parallel or sequential containers from other libraries, e.g., MTL [9] , BGL [10] or TBB [14] .
STAPL provides a library of pContainers constructed using the PCF. These include counterparts of STL containers (e.g., pVector, pList [26] , and associative containers [25] such as pSet, pMap, pHashMap, pMultiSet, pMultiMap) and additional containers such as pArray [24] , pMatrix, and pGraph.
Novice programmers can immediately use the available data structures with their default settings. More sophisticated parallel programmers can customize or extend the default behavior to further improve the performance of their applications. If desired, this customization can be modified by the programmer for every pContainer instance.
pContainer Framework design
The PCF is designed to allow users to easily build pContainers by inheriting from appropriate modules. It includes a set of base classes representing common data structure features and rules for how to use them to build pContainers. Figure 2 (a) shows the main concepts and the derivation relations between them; also shown are the STAPL pContainers that are defined using those concepts. All STAPL pContainers are derived from the pContainer base class which is in charge of storing the data and distribution information. The remaining classes in the PCF provide minimal interfaces and specify different requirements about bContainers. First, the static and dynamic pContainers are classes that indicate if elements can be added to or removed from the pContainer. The next discrimination is between associative and relational pContainers. In associative containers, there is an implicit or explicit association between a key and a value. For example, in an array there is an implicit association between the index and the element corresponding to that index; we refer to such (multi-dimensional) arrays as indexed pContainers. In other cases, such as a hashmap, keys must be stored explicitly. The PCF provides an associative base pContainer for such cases. The relational pContainers include data structures that can be expressed as a collection of elements and relations between them. This includes graphs and trees, where the relations are explicit and may have values associated with them (e.g., weights on the edges of a graph), and lists where the relations between elements are implicit.
All classes of the PCF have default implementations that can be customized for each pContainer instance using template arguments called traits. This allows users to specialize various aspects, e.g., the bContainer or the data distribution, to improve the performance of their data structures. In Figure 2 (b) we show an example of STAPL pseudocode illustrating how users can customize an existing pGraph implementation. Users can select the storage by providing the type of an existing bContainer and similarly for the partition. Figure 2 (b), line 5, shows the declaration of a directed pGraph allowing multiple edges between the same source and target vertices and using a static partition. With a static partition, users need to declare the size of the pGraph at construction time and subsequent invocations of the add vertex method will trigger an assertion. Figure 2 (b), line 6, shows the declaration of a pGraph using a dynamic partition that allows for addition and deletion of both vertices and edges. More details and performance results regarding the benefits of having different partitions and types of storage are discussed in Section 5.2.
pContainer Interfaces
For each concept in the PCF (Figure 2(a) ) there is a corresponding interface consisting of various constructors and methods as described in [23] . pContainer methods can be grouped in three categories: synchronous, asynchronous and split phase. Synchronous methods have a return type and guarantee that the method is executed and the result available when they return. Asynchronous methods have no return value and return immediately to the calling thread. Split phase execution is similar to that in Charm++ [17] . The return type of a split phase method is a future that allocates space for the result. The invocation returns immediately to the user and the result can be retrieved by invoking the get method on the future which will return immediately if the result is available or block until the result arrives. Performance trade-offs between these three categories of methods are discussed in Section 5.5.
Shared Object View implementation
Recall that the elements of a pContainer are stored in nonreplicated fashion in a distributed collection of bContainers. An important function of the PCF is to provide a shared object view that relieves the programmer from managing and dealing with the distribution explicitly, unless he desires to do so. In this section, we describe how this is done. Its performance is studied in Section 5.2.
The fundamental concept required to provide a shared object view is that each pContainer element has a unique global identifier (GID). The GID provides the shared object abstraction since all references to a given element will use the same GID. Examples of GIDs are indices for pArrays, keys for pMaps, and vertex identifiers for pGraphs.
The PCF supports the shared object view by providing an address translation mechanism that determines where an element with a particular GID is stored (or should be stored if it does not already exist). We now briefly review the PCF components involved in this address translation. As defined in Section 3.1, the set of GIDs of a pContainer is called a domain D. For example, the domain of a pArray is a finite set of indices while it is a set of keys for an associative pContainer. A pContainer's domain is partitioned into a set of non-intersecting sub-domains by a partition class, itself a distributed object that provides the map F from a GID to the sub-domain that contains it, i.e., a directory. There is a one-toone correspondence between a sub-domain and a bContainer and in general, there can be multiple bContainers allocated in a location. Finally, a class called a partition-mapper maps a sub-domain (and its corresponding bContainer) to the location where it resides, and a location-manager manages the bContainers of a pContainer mapped to a given location. BCID valid?
to LID Figure 3 . pContainer modules for performing address resolution to find the element reference corresponding to a given GID. Figure 3 describes the address resolution procedure. Given the unique GID identifying a pContainer element, the partition class is queried about the sub-domain/bContainer associated with the requested GID. If the bContainer information (specified by a bContainer identifier, or BCID) is not available, the partition provides information about the location (LOC) where the bContainer information might be retrieved, and the process is restarted on that location. If the BCID is available and valid, then the partition-mapper returns information about the location where the bContainer resides (LID).
For static pContainers, i.e., containers that do not support the addition and deletion of elements, the domain does not change during execution. In this case, it is possible to optimize the address translation mechanism by employing a static partition that computes the mapping from a GID to a bContainer and a location in constant time by evaluating an expression or doing a table lookup. For example, a pArray with N elements can map the index i to the location i%P , where P is the number of available locations. Or, for a pGraph where the number of vertices is fixed at construction, we can use a static partition that computes a vertex location in constant time using a hash table.
Dynamic pContainers, where elements can be added or deleted, need to employ dynamic partitions. Currently, we provide a dynamic partition implemented as a distributed directory. The directory statically associates a home for an individual GID that always knows the location where the respective GID is stored. If the element happens to migrate to a new location the home needs to be updated with information about the new location. With this directory implementation, accessing an element corresponding to a given GID involves two steps. First, find and query the home where the element lives and second, access the element on its location.
Method Forwarding
For a pContainer to operate on a non-local element, it must determine the element's location and invoke the method at that location. Hence, if the element's address cannot be determined locally, then the address resolution process may add significantly to the critical path of the method's execution. To alleviate this problem, we combine the address resolution and the method execution into one operation. This mechanism, referred to as method forwarding, allows the method to be forwarded along with the address resolution process instead of first fetching the address from a remote location and then instantiating the remote method invocation.
As will be shown in Section 5.2, a partition using forwarding provides improved performance over a directory that determines the GID's location using synchronous communication.
pContainer Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of representative pContainers developed using the PCF: pArray, pList, pMatrix, pGraph, pHashMap and composed pContainers. In
With the exception of MapReduce, we conducted all our experimental studies on a 38,288 core Cray XT4 (CRAY4) available at NERSC. There are 9,572 compute nodes each with a quad core Opteron running at 2.3 GHz and a total of 8 GB of memory (2 GB of memory per core). The MapReduce study was performed on a Cray XT5 (CRAY5) with 664 compute nodes, each containing two 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron quad-core processors (5,312 total cores). In all experiments, a location contains a single processor core, and the terms can be used interchangeably.
All the experiments in this paper, with the exception of MapReduce, show standard weak scaling where the work per processor is kept constant. As we increase the number of cores the amount of work increases proportionally and the baseline for each experiment is the time on four cores which is the number of cores in a compute node on CRAY4. Confidence intervals are included in the plots. The machines used are very stable though and the variations for each experiment are small, so the confidence intervals are often not visible in the plots.
pContainer Methods
The performance of various STAPL pContainers has been studied in [4, [24] [25] [26] . In this section, we examine the performance of novel pContainer methods in the context of the pArray, pList and pGraph data structures.
To evaluate the scalability of the pContainer methods we designed a simple kernel in which all P available cores (locations) concurrently perform N/P invocations, for a given number of elements N . We report the time taken to perform all N operations globally. The measured time includes the cost of a fence to ensure the methods are globally finished. In Figure 4 (a) we show the performance for pArray set element, get element and split get element. We performed a weak scaling study with 20M elements and 20M method invocations per location. In this experiment there are 1% remote accesses. We observe good scalability for the asynchronous invocations with only 5.8% increase in execution time as we scale the number of cores from 4 to 16384. For the synchronous methods, the execution time increases 237% relative to 4 cores and 29% relative to 8 cores. The big increase in execution time from 4 to 8 is due to the inter-node communication which negatively affects performance, especially for synchronous communication. For the split get element we performed two experiments where we invoke groups of 1000 or 5000 split phase operations before waiting for them to complete. The split phase methods have an inherent overhead for allocating the futures on the heap, but they do enable improved performance and scalability relative to the synchronous methods. Split phase execu- tion enables the aggregation of the requests by the runtime system as well as allowing communication and computation overlap. For the split get element the overall execution time increases 4.5% as we scale the number of cores from 4 to 16384, when 5000 invocations are started before waiting the result. In Figure 4 (b), we show a weak scaling experiment on a pList using 5 million elements per core and up to 16384 cores (81.9 billion total method invocations performed). The synchronous insert adds an element at a given position and returns a reference to the newly inserted element. The insert async inserts the element asynchronously and has no return value. In this experiment, the majority of the invocations are executed locally with 1% and 2%, respectively, being executed remotely. We observe good scalability of the two methods up to 16384 cores. The asynchronous versions of the pContainer methods are faster as they can overlap communication with computation and don't return information about the position where the element was added.
The pGraph is a relational data structure consisting of a collection of vertices and edges. The pGraph is represented as an adjacency list and depending on its properties, different bContainers can be used to optimize the data access. Here, we evaluate a static and a dynamic pGraph. The static pGraph allocates all its vertices in the constructor and subsequently only edges can be added or deleted. It uses a static partition that is implemented as an expression and has a bContainer that uses a std::vector to store the vertices, each of which uses a std::list to store edges. The dynamic pGraph uses a distributed directory to implement its partition and its bContainer uses std::hash map for vertices and std::list for edges. We chose the std::hash map in the dynamic case because it allows for fast insert and find operations. As shown in Figure 2(a) , the static or dynamic behavior is achieved by passing the corresponding template arguments to the pGraph class.
We performed a weak scaling experiment on CRAY4 using a 2D torus where each core holds a stencil of 1500×1500 vertices and corresponding edges, and a random graph as specified in the SSCA2 benchmark [1] . SSCA2 generates a set of clusters where each cluster is densely connected and the inter cluster edges are sparse. We use the following parameters for SSCA2: cluster size = (V /P ) 1/4 , where V is the number of vertices of the graph, maximum number of parallel edges is 3, maximum edge weight is V , probability of intra clique edges is 0.5 and probability of an edge to be unidirectional 0.3. Figure 5 shows the execution time for add vertex, add edge, find vertex and find edges for the SSCA2 input. For the dynamic pGraph the container is initially empty and vertices are added using add vertex. As seen in the plots, the methods scale well up to 16384 cores. The addition of edges is a fully asynchronous parallel operation. Adding vertices in the dynamic pGraph causes additional asynchronous communication to update the directory information about where vertices are stored. The asynchronous communication overlaps well with the local computation of adding the vertices in the bContainer, thus providing good scalability up to a very large number of cores. The execution time increases 2.96 times for the add vertex in the dynamic pGraph as we scale from 4 to 16384 cores. The mesh results are not included due to space limitations but they exhibit similar trends as the SSCA2 results.
Evaluation of address translation mechanisms
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the three types of address translation mechanisms introduced in Section 4.3: a static partition mapping GIDs to bContainers, and distributed dynamic partitions with and without method forwarding. We evaluate the performance of the three partitions using a simple pGraph algorithm that finds source vertices (i.e., vertices with no incoming edges) in a directed graph. The algorithm traverses the adjacency list of each vertex and increments a counter on the target vertex of each edge. The communication incurred by this algorithm depends on the number of remote edges, i.e., edges connecting vertices in two different bContainers. We considered four graphs, all 2D tori, which vary according to the percentage of remote edges: .33%, 3.4%, 25% and 50%. This was achieved by having each core hold a stencil of 150×15,000, 15×150,000, 2×1,125,000 and 1×2,250,000, respectively. Figure 6 (a) provides a summary of the execution times for the different percentages of remote edges and different numbers of cores, where scalability can be appreciated together with the increasing benefit of forwarding as the percentage of remote edges increases. In Figure 6 (b) we include results for the three approaches on all four types of graphs for 1024 cores. As can be seen, for the methods with no forwarding and synchronous communication, the execution time increases as the percentage of remote edges increases. The static method and the method with forwarding track one another and do not suffer as badly as the percentage of remote edges increases. This indicates that the forwarding approach can scale similarly to the optimized static partition.
pContainer composition evaluation
So far we have made a case for the necessity of pContainer composition to increase programmer productivity. Instead of di- rectly building a complex pContainer, the programmer can compose one from the basic pContainers available in the PCF and shorten development and debugging time. The issue we study here is the impact of composition on performance.
For this comparative performance evaluation we compute the minimum element in each row of a matrix using both the pMatrix pContainer (which is available in the PCF library) and the composed pArray of pArrays. The algorithm code is the same for the two cases, due to the access abstraction mechanism provided by STAPL. It calls a parallel forall across the rows, and within each row, a reduction to compute the minimum value. We also measure the time to create and initialize the storage. The pMatrix allocates the entire structure in a single step, while the pArray of pArrays allocates the outer structure first and then allocates the single pArray elements individually. In Figure 7 we include, for CRAY4, the execution times for allocating and initializing the two data structures and the times to run the minof-each-row algorithm, in a weak scaling experiment. Figure 7(a) shows the case of a P × 100M element matrix (P is the number of cores), while Figure 7 (b) shows the case of a 100 · P × 1M element matrix. The aggregated input sizes are overall the same.
As expected, the pArray of pArrays initialization time is higher than that for a pMatrix. The time for executing the algorithm, however, is very similar for the two data structures and scales well to 16384 cores. While we cannot state with certainty that our PCF allows for efficient composition (negligible additional overhead) for any pair of pContainers, the obtained results are promising.
Generic pAlgorithms
Generic pAlgorithms can operate transparently on different data structures. We use pViews to abstract the data access and an algorithm can operate on any pContainer provided the corresponding pViews are available. We use the stapl::generate algorithm to produce random values and assign them to the elements in the container. It is a fully parallel operation with no communication for accessing the data. stapl::accumulate adds the values of all elements using a cross location reduction that incurs communication on the order of O(log P ).
In Figure 8 , we show the execution times for the pAlgorithms on pArray, pList, pGraph, and pMatrix. We performed a weak scaling experiment using 20M elements per location for pArray, pList and pMatrix and a torus with a 1500 × 1500 stencil per location for pGraph. The pArray and pMatrix are efficient static containers for accessing data based on indices and linear traversals [4, 24] . For pMatrix the algorithms are applied to a linearization of the matrix. The pList is a dynamic pContainer optimized for fast insert and delete operations at the cost of a slower access time relative to static data structures such as pArray. pGraph is a relational data structure consisting of a collection of vertices and edges. Generic STL algorithms are used with pGraph to initialize the data in a pGraph or to retrieve values from vertices or edges. The stapl::accumulate adds the values of all the vertex properties.
The algorithms show good scalability as we scale the number of cores from 4 to 16384. There is less than 5% increase in execution time for pArray stapl::generate and about 33% for stapl::accumulate due to increased communication performed in the reduction (O(log P )). All three algorithms on a pList with 20M elements per location provide good scaling. There is less than 6% increase in execution time for stapl::generate as we scale from 4 to 16384 cores and 26% for stapl::accumulate. The pList is generally slower than the other containers especially when the traversal cost dominates the computation performed. The pMatrix [4] considered was of size P × 20M where P is the number of locations, leading to a weak scaling experiment where each locations owns a row of size 20M. Similar to the pArray, there is less than 5% increase in execution time for stapl::generate, and less than 25% for stapl::accumulate.
This kind of analysis is useful to help users understand the performance benefits of various data structures. From all three plots we observe that the access time for a pList is higher than the access time for static pContainers, and this is due to the different behavior of the STL containers used as bContainers. The difference in performance is less for stapl::generate because it involves heavier computation (the random number generator).
pGraph algorithms
In this section, we analyze the performance of several pGraph algorithms for various input types and pGraph characteristics. find edges collects all edges with maximum edge weight into an output pList (SSCA2 benchmark); find sources collects all vertices with no incoming edges into an output pList. find sources takes as input a collection of vertices and performs graph traversals in parallel. The traversal proceeds in a depth-first search style. When a remote edge is encountered, a new task is spawned to continue the traversal on the location owning the target. The current traversal will continue in parallel with the spawned one. This is useful, for example, when we want to com- pute all vertices and edges accessible from a set of starting points. trim is another useful computation when computing cycles or strongly connected components. It computes the set of sources for a directed graph and removes all their edges, recursively continuing with the newly created sources. The process will stop when there are no more sources.
We ran the algorithms on various input types including a torus, a sparse mesh and SSCA2 random graphs. In Figure 9 , weak scaling results are shown for SSCA2 for both static and dynamic pGraphs. The number of cores is varied from 4 to 24000. For all algorithms considered, the static graph performed better due to the faster address resolution and std::vector storage for vertices versus std::hash map. find edges, a fully parallel algorithm, exhibits good scalability with less than 5% increase in execution time for both types of graphs. find sources incurs communication proportional to the number of remote edges. The algorithms use two containers, traversing an input pGraph and generating an output pList. The traversal from sources and trim algorithm spawns new computation asynchronously as it reaches a remote edge. Additionally the trim algorithm removes pGraph edges, which negatively impacts performance. The increase in execution time for the trim algorithm is 28% for static and 25% for dynamic pGraphs. Figure 6 illustrates that the execution time of the pGraph algorithms increases with the number of remote edges.
The Euler Tour (ET) is an important representation of a graph for parallel processing. Since the ET represents a depth-first-search traversal, when it is applied to a tree it can be used to compute a number of tree functions such as rooting a tree, postorder numbering, vertex levels, and number of descendants [15] . The parallel ET algorithm [15] tested here uses a pGraph to represent the tree and a pList to store the final Euler Tour. In parallel, the algorithm executes traversals on the pGraph pView and generates Euler Tour segments that are stored in a temporary pList. Then, the segments are linked together to form the final pList containing the Euler Tour. The tree ET applications are computed using a generic algorithm which first initializes each edge in the tour with a corresponding weight, and then performs the partial sum algorithm. The partial sum result for each edge is copied back to the graph, and the final step computes the desired result.
Performance is evaluated by a weak scaling experiment on CRAY4 using as input a tree distributed across all locations. The tree is generated by first building a specified number of binary trees in each location and then linking the roots of these trees in a binary tree fashion. The number of remote edges is at most six times the number of subtrees for each location (for each subtree root, one to its root and two to its children in each location, with directed edges in both directions). Figure 10 
MapReduce
Here we examine the performance of a simple application implemented on top of a MapReduce framework developed in STAPL. The MapReduce uses the pHashMap, a dynamic associative pContainer [25] . The application splits the input data across the available cores and first applies the map and reduce functions locally. After the local MapReduce phase is finished, the processor asynchronously inserts its locally reduced data into a pHashMap. The asynchronous insert calls the user's reduce function if the key being inserted already exists in the pHashMap. The communication and data distribution is taken care of entirely by the pContainer. We ran a computation that computes the multiplicity of each word in a 1.5GB text input of the Simple-English Wikipedia website (simple.wikipedia.org). Because the input size was fixed, we include a strong scaling study where we measure the time taken to compute the multiplicity for all input words on CRAY5. In Figure 11 we show experiments corresponding to two different pHashMap storages, one using the STL std::hash map and another using the TBB concurrent hash map. We observe that the application scales well up to 512 cores without noticeable differences for different storages. The slowdown on 256 and 512 cores is due to the small computation performed per core relative to the communication required to insert the data into the pHashMap.
Related Work
There is a large body of work in the area of parallel data structures with projects aiming at shared memory architectures, distributed memory architectures or both. Parallel programming languages [5] [6] [7] 29] typically provide built in arrays and provide minimal guidance to the user on how to develop their own specific parallel data structures. STAPL pContainers are generic data structures and this characteristic is shared by a number of existing projects such as PSTL [16] , TBB [14] , and POOMA [21] . The Parallel Standard Template Library (PSTL) provides vector, list, queue and associative containers as self contained implementations and without emphasizing a common design. Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) provides generic data structures such as vectors, queues and hash maps adapted for shared memory systems. STAPL is distinguished from TBB in that it targets both shared and distributed systems and is explicitly designed for extendibility, providing the user with the means of developing new distributed data structures. A large number of projects provide individual parallel data structures such as Parallel Boost Graph Library [10] , and Hierarchically Tiled Arrays [11] and Multiphase Specifically Shared Array in Charm++ [17] . The STAPL PCF differs from them by providing a uniform design for all data structures provided.
There has been significant research in the area of concurrent data structures for shared memory architectures. Most of the related work [8, 12, 13, 18, 20, 28] is focused either on how to implement concurrent objects using different locking primitives or how to implement concurrent lock-free data structures. In contrast, the STAPL pContainers are designed to be used in both shared and distributed memory environments and address the additional complexity required to manage the data distribution. Ideas from these papers can be integrated in our framework at the level of bContainers for efficient concurrent access on one location.
The STAPL PCF differs from other languages and libraries by focusing on developing a generic infrastructure that will efficiently provide a shared memory abstraction for pContainers. The framework automates, in a very configurable way, aspects relating to data distribution and thread safety. We emphasize interoperability with other languages and libraries [4] , and we use a compositional approach where existing data structures (sequential or concurrent, e.g., TBB containers) can be used as building blocks for implementing parallel containers.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the STAPL Parallel Container Framework (PCF), an infrastructure to facilitate the development of parallel and concurrent data structures. The salient features of this framework are: (a) a set of classes and rules to build new pContainers and customize existing ones, (b) mechanisms to generate wrappers around any sequential or parallel data structure, enabling its use in a distributed, concurrent environment and in cooperation with other libraries, and (c) support for the (recursive) composition of pContainers into nested, hierarchical pContainers that can support arbitrary degrees of nested parallelism. Furthermore, we have developed a library of basic pContainers constructed using the PCF as initial building blocks and demonstrated the scalability of its components on very large computer systems. We have shown how we have implemented a shared object view of the pContainers on distributed systems in order to relieve the programmer from managing and dealing with the distribution explicitly, unless so desired. The PCF allows users to customize its pContainers and adapt to dynamic and irregular environments, e.g., a pContainer can dynamically change its data distribution or adjust its thread safety policy to optimize the access pattern of the algorithms accessing the elements. Alternatively, the user can request certain policies and implementations that can override the provided defaults or adaptive selections. The PCF is an open ended project where users can add features as well as to the library and thus continuously improve the PCF's performance and utility. Our experimental results on a very large parallel machine available at NERSC show that pContainers provide good scalability for both static and dynamic pContainers.
